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ABSTRACT 

 

The Namib Sand Sea in southern Africa offers an ideal location in which to consider general 

questions about the evolution of sand seas, about the fluxes of sand through contemporary dune 

fields and about the patterns of dune form that are created. This paper aims to provide a concise 

account of the approaches and techniques that are currently being used and will be used in the 

future to address these questions. The paper considers the techniques employed to investigate wind 

climate, the morphometry of the dunes, the internal structure of dune sediments, the age of the 

dunes and the potential to model dune development. 

 

Keywords: Namib Desert, sand dune, remote sensing, morphometry, terrestrial laser scanner, 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Namib Sand Sea has been the subject of very considerable geomorphological 

investigation, reviewed recently by Livingstone (2013) and Stone (2013) as part of the celebrations of 

the 50th anniversary of the Research and Training Centre at Gobabeb. In a global context, it provides 

a unique coastal desert dunefield for which sand is supplied by rivers flowing from the continental 

interior, depositing that sand on the coastline as a source for aeolian transport into the dunefield. 

Recently recognised as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the sand sea, which is clearly-delimited, 

contains dunes of a diverse range of forms and sizes within a relatively small area. Past 

geomorphological research in the Namib Sand Sea has frequently contributed to global discussions 

both about categorising dune patterns at the scale of a sand sea and about the development of 

individual dune forms (Livingstone, 2013). It therefore offers an ideal location in which to consider 

general questions about the evolution of sand seas, about the fluxes of sand through contemporary 

dune fields and about the patterns of dune form that are created. This paper aims to provide a 

concise account of the approaches and techniques that are currently being used and will be used in 

the future to address these questions. 
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 

 

Wind regimes 

Livingstone et al. (2010) identified a significant meteorological data gap within the Namib Sand Sea. 

This situation is not unusual in arid regions, and a number of workers (e.g. Thomas et al., 2005) have 

highlighted how limited spatial and temporal coverage of meteorological data can make the 

calculation of sand flux, dune migration rate and any viable understanding of the implications of 

future environmental change extremely difficult. Reanalysis data (e.g. ERA-40, NCEP), where 

calculated surface (at 10 m height) windfields are generated, are commonly used to fill data gaps 

where meteorological observations are difficult or where data are absent (e.g. over oceans, 

Monahan, 2006; over land, Barstad et al., 2009; He et al., 2010). However, where testing of re-

analysis data products has been carried out in the Namib (Livingstone et al., 2010), results have 

suggested that, whilst ERA-40 data (Uppala et al., 2005) provide a useful overview of the regional 

wind regime, they significantly underestimated a number of components of the observed wind 

record at a specific location (e.g. Gobabeb, at the north end of the sand sea). This included wind 

extremes, seasonal variability, and components of annual/inter-annual variability. Uncertainties 

became more apparent when ERA-40 data were processed to depict sand transport, as omissions of 

extremes in wind magnitude were shown to have an exponential impact on the calculation of 

extremes in sand flux. 

 

In order to provide a better understanding of the development of the Namib Sand Sea, two new 

meteorological stations have now been located in the central and southern sectors of the sand sea. 

These instruments will provide the first long-term meteorological data recorded in the southern 

Namib Sand Sea. The data obtained, coupled with near real-time ECMWF interim re-analysis data 

(which offer improved resolution and enhanced wind-field derivation over ERA40 data; Dee et al., 

2011), will enable detailed statistical downscaling of surface wind fields derived from across the 

Namib Sand Sea for the first time. 

 

Morphometry: remote sensing, surveying and terrestrial laser scanning 

The widespread availability of digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from modern remote sensing 

data has enabled new morphometric analyses of landforms to take place. Over the past 15 years the 

field of geomorphometry has undergone “an explosive growth fuelled by the computer revolution 

and digital elevation models …” (Pike, 2000, p.1) provided by, among others, new generation 

satellite and space shuttle data, Lidar data and terrestrial laser scanners (TLS). Aeolian sand dunes 
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readily lend themselves to this sort of morphometric analyses, with a particular focus on the 

relationships between dune height and spacing (Breed & Grow, 1979; Wasson & Hyde, 1983; 

Lancaster, 1988; Wasson et al., 1988; Dong et al., 2004). The determination of dune spacing is rapid 

and accurate using 2-dimensional aerial photographs and satellite images, but determining dune 

height is more time‐consuming and problematic (Lancaster & Greeley, 1990). The inter‐dependence 

of dune height, spacing and cross‐sectional area was exploited by Wasson and Hyde (1983) to 

generate information about the amount of sediment contained within different types of dunes, and 

subsequently combined with information about wind regime to quantify the conditions under which 

different types of dunes are likely to form.  

 

As part of the Namib Digital Dune Atlas, a dune classification map (Figure 1) was produced 

(Livingstone et al., 2010), based on the definitions by McKee (1979). The ASTER Global Digital 

Elevation Model (GDEM) is derived from the stereoscopic capability of the instrument, providing 

elevation data at 30m cell spacing. The ASTER GDEM provides the potential for full three 

dimensional analysis of dune morphometry. Bullard et al. (2011) used these data to estimate mean 

dune height, mean dune spacing, and equivalent sand thickness for the whole Namib sand sea 

(Figure 2). This enabled analysis of how relationships between these parameters vary between and 

within the different dune types. Now we have a standard way of calculating dune morphometric 

data from DEM data, the next step is to extend this method to other sand seas which experience 

different controlling variables (wind regimes, vegetation cover, sand supply, etc.) 

 

Understanding dune interactions and migration rates (Kocurek et al., 2010) requires detailed 

measurements of not only the whole dunefield, but also of how individual dunes respond to wind 

events (Baddock et al., 2011; Weaver & Wiggs, 2011; Wiggs & Weaver, 2012). Recent developments 

in 3D instrument systems mean that these types of measurements are now feasible in small areas of 

dune fields using repeated ground-based terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) or, in larger sections, using 

airborne LiDAR (Bullard, 2006; French & Burningham, 2009).  For example repeat seasonal LiDAR 

measurements of transverse dunes at White Sands, USA, indicate  how dune interactions differ 

depending on the underlying topography and vegetation characteristics (Ewing and Kocurek, 2010; 

Reitz et al., 2010).  Similar repeat measurements in the Namib Sand Sea would help us to answer 

questions about how the shape and size of linear dunes, and their distance from source areas or 

topographically steered winds, alters the rate of collisions and interactions for example under 

different seasonal wind regimes.  TLS measurements are important for a more detailed perspective, 

as they enable single dunes to be studied, generating an event-based (e.g. Nield et al., 2011) or 
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seasonal (e.g. Montreuil et al., 2013) sediment balance.  When collected with co-located wind 

measurements, this balance map would elucidate the topographic control of larger bedforms on 

sedimentation patterns, as well as indicating the most active and stable parts of a dune which could 

both improve our interpretations of longer term internal structure and dating measurements. These 

short term surface change measurements can also help inform modelling which has the advantage 

of being able to test hypotheses and examine potential landscape change over longer periods and 

different climate forcing. 

 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

GPR has been used to investigate the structure of linear dunes in the Namib Sand Sea (Bristow et al., 

2000), where imaging sets of cross-strata, their superposition and cross-cutting relationships provide 

a relative chronology of dune accumulation and intervening stratigraphic breaks (Bristow et al., 

2005) and permit an improved understanding of dune migration with 2D and 3D visualisation of 

dune strata (Bristow et al., 2007). When combined with optical dating, GPR provides a unique insight 

into dune development and stratigraphy (Bristow et al., 2007). However, the published papers only 

report results from linear dunes in the northern part of the Namib Sand Sea close to Gobabeb 

(Figure 3) leaving vast swathes of the sand sea still to be investigated. Potential targets for further 

research include the linear dunes of the southern half of the sand sea which are reported to be older 

than those in the north (Bubenzer et al., 2007). In addition, GPR could be used to investigate the 

stratigraphy of sandy interdunes, as well as the relationships between linear dunes and crossing 

dunes, or the relationships between linear dunes and star dunes, or star dunes themselves. 

 

Dating 

Luminescence dating is revolutionising knowledge of Late Quaternary dune system evolution, now 

offering the potential to contribute to debates regarding dune origin and development as well as 

climate change impacts on system behaviour (Thomas, 2013). Southern African dune systems are 

amongst the best dated in the world, yet within this, the Namib Sand Sea is remarkably under-

analysed to date with only 38 published ages (Livingstone et al., 2010), compared to over 370 for the 

Kalahari (Thomas & Burrough, 2013). 

 

The few published studies that there are greatly add to histories of overall accumulation (Bubenzer 

et al., 2007) and climate change (Stone et al., 2010), and when linked to ground penetrating radar 

surveys of internal dune structures, to models of dune behaviour and migrations (Bristow, 2005, 

2007). Emphasis to date has focussed on the large linear ridges in the Namib, but the diversity of 
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dune patterns present suggest that a strategy to encompass a wider set of forms and subsystems 

would greatly contribute to debates about sediment throughputs and spatial variability in sand sea 

development and organisation. Now that luminescence assays can be generated quickly with 

portable field equipment (e.g. Munyikwa et al., 2012), there is great potential to gain valuable in-

field data that can guide more detailed analyses using conventional laboratory based dating. 

 

Modelling and self-organisation 

The Namib Sand Sea displays a striking variety of dune forms within its domain, including all principal 

types (barchans, transverse, linear, star) as well as various compound and complex super-positions. 

This poses exciting challenges and opportunities for computer simulation modelling of such multi-

type dunefields. Recent years have seen great advances in deterministic coupled airflow-sand-

transport modelling of singular dunes (mostly barchans) and assemblies of multiple dunes (barchan 

swarms, transverse dunefields, star dunes (e.g. Andreotti et al., 2002; Duran et al., 2010)), but such 

high-resolution simulations are not feasible for the large domain of the Sand Sea, nor for the 

assortment of multiple types. Cellular Automaton (CA) modelling based on self-organisation 

principles offers a potential route. The RGS-IBG/BSG Working Group on Sand Seas and Dune Fields 

explored the use of a typical CA dune model (DECAL; Baas and Nield, 2007) to simulate existing 

dunes in the Sand Sea and their future evolution, focussing on linear dunes. The modelling was 

based on data from the Digital Atlas: the DEM and wind regime data (Livingstone et al., 2010). 

Results showed that self-organised linear dune development could be successfully simulated on the 

correct spatial scales, and that transverse dunes may invade and transform the linear dunefield in 

future (WGSSDF, 2010). However, the work raises some fundamental questions about the 

translation of realistic transport rates to a modelling environment with limited spatial and temporal 

resolution, and also poses some challenges for deriving required wind climatologies from the 

available data and the subsequent transformation to drift potentials – issues that are relevant to 

many projects attempting to implement real-world data in a simulation scenario context. These 

questions and challenges will be crucial to future attempts at modelling extensive and complex 

multi-type dunefields like the Namib Sand Sea. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper is one of a collection to celebrate Dr. Mary Seely’s association with the Namib and the 

Research and Training Centre at Gobabeb. Throughout her time in Namibia, Dr Seely has been a 

strong supporter of geomorphological studies in the Namib. When she first arrived at the Centre, 
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geomorphological investigations concentrated on local field studies of dune dynamics and surface 

sediments. Developments in remote sensing technology now allow us, however, to gain a much 

fuller understanding of the range and morphometry of dunes in the sand sea. They also provide the 

opportunity to understand the wind climate more fully. Both of these realms of remote sensing, 

however, still require careful ground truthing. The development of luminescence dating now enables 

us to examine the age of dunes, and ground-penetrating radar permits us to visualise the internal 

sedimentary structure of the dunes. In combination, these techniques have told us and will continue 

to tell us much about the evolution of individual dunes and of the sand sea. Terrestrial laser scanning 

offers the potential to investigate the response of dune surfaces to wind events, and cellular 

automaton modelling will allow us to consider the development of the dune patterns at the scale of 

the sand sea, and to ask ‘what if’ questions about how the sand sea would respond to a change in 

wind climate. All of these techniques are currently being employed to consider the key questions 

about sand seas development, about sand flux and about the dune patterns. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1. Distribution of different dune types in the Namib Sand Sea (after Livingstone et al., 2010) 
and locations of Visitors Dune (VD), Warsaw (WW), Rooibank (RBK), Narabeb (NBB), Flodden Moor 
(FM). 
 
Figure 2. Spatial variation in dune height, spacing and equivalent sand thickness throughout the 
Namib Sand Sea generated using ASTER GDEM data (Bullard et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional visualisation of dune cross-strata imaging the contact between a linear 
dune and a superimposed transverse dune collected with 200MHz GPR antennas, Warsaw Dune, 
Namibia (modified from Bristow et al., 2007). 
 


